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“The economic recovery from the pandemic could be
hastened by significant investments in our nation’s
transportation system to support job creation while making
needed improvements to our roads and bridges that will
serve our economy and enhance quality of life for all
Americans for decades to come,” he added.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xho9wqi_BSI#action=
share
TRIP’s report noted that 13 percent of U.S. rural roads are
rated “poor,” with 21 percent rated “mediocre” and 16
percent rated “fair.” Where rural bridges are concerned, 8
percent are rated “poor” and 47 percent are rated “fair.”
The report also noted that traffic crashes and fatalities on
rural non-Interstate roads are disproportionately high,
A new 48-page report compiled by national transportation occurring at a rate more than double that on all other
roads. In 2018, non-interstate rural roads had a traffic
research nonprofit TRIP indicates that America’s rural road
fatality rate of two deaths for every 100 million vehicle
network suffers from a $211 billion backlog in funding for
miles of travel or VMT compared to a fatality rate on all
needed repairs and improvements.
other roads of 0.88 deaths per 100 million VMT.
[Above photo by the Montana DOT.]
[That fatality rate is one reason why the U.S. Department of
That report – entitled Rural Connections: Challenges and
Transportation launched its R.O.U.T.E.S. Initiative in 2019,
Opportunities in America’s Heartland – noted that
which stands for “Rural Opportunities to Use
addressing the investment needs of the nation’s rural
Transportation for Economic Success.”]
transportation system is being complicated by “the
TRIP added that an analysis of the Status of the Nation’s
tremendous decrease in vehicle travel that has occurred
due to the COVID-19 pandemic,” which is projected to slice Highways, Bridges and Transit, 23rd Edition, submitted by
USDOT to Congress in 2019, indicates that the nation’s
state transportation revenues by at least 30 percent –
annual $28 billion investment by all levels of government in
approximately $50 billion – over the next 18 months.
rural roads, highways, and bridges should be increased by
“The nation’s rural
28 percent to approximately $36 billion annually in order
roads and bridges
to improve their condition, reliability and safety.
already faced a
“America’s rural transportation system provides the first
significant funding
and last link in the supply chain from farm to market,
shortfall, and that
connects manufacturers to their customers, supports the
will only be
tourism industry, and enables the production of energy,
exacerbated by the
looming reduction in food, and fiber,” TRIP’s Kearby added. “Rural Americans
are more reliant on the quality of their transportation
state transportation
system than their urban counterparts. That’s why
revenues as a result
addressing the nation’s rural transportation challenges will
of decreased vehicle
require a significant increase in investment.”
travel due to the
COVID-19
pandemic,” said
Dave Kearby, TRIP’s executive director, in a statement.

